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A B S T R A C T

One of the main applications of ultrasonic melt treatment is the grain refinement of aluminium alloys. Among
several suggested mechanisms, the fragmentation of primary intermetallics by acoustic cavitation is regarded as
very efficient. However, the physical process causing this fragmentation has received little attention and is not
yet well understood. In this study, we evaluate the mechanical properties of primary Al3Zr intermetallics by
nano-indentation experiments and correlate those with in-situ high-speed imaging (of up to 1 Mfps) of their
fragmentation process by laser-induced cavitation (single bubble) and by acoustic cavitation (cloud of bubbles)
in water. Intermetallic crystals were chemically extracted from an Al-3 wt% Zr alloy matrix. Mechanical
properties such as hardness, elastic modulus and fracture toughness of the extracted intermetallics were de-
termined using a geometrically fixed Berkovich nano-diamond and cube corner indenter, under ambient tem-
perature conditions. The studied crystals were then exposed to the two cavitation conditions mentioned. Results
demonstrated for the first time that the governing fragmentation mechanism of the studied intermetallics was
due to the emitted shock waves from the collapsing bubbles. The fragmentation caused by a single bubble
collapse was found to be almost instantaneous. On the other hand, sono-fragmentation studies revealed that the
intermetallic crystal initially underwent low cycle fatigue loading, followed by catastrophic brittle failure due to
propagating shock waves. The observed fragmentation mechanism was supported by fracture mechanics and
pressure measurements using a calibrated fibre optic hydrophone. Results showed that the acoustic pressures
produced from shock wave emissions in the case of a single bubble collapse, and responsible for instantaneous
fragmentation of the intermetallics, were in the range of 20–40 MPa. Whereas, the shock pressure generated
from the acoustic cavitation cloud collapses surged up to 1.6 MPa inducing fatigue stresses within the crystal
leading to eventual fragmentation.

1. Introduction

Over the past several decades, aluminium alloys have gained po-
pularity and acceptance as a high strength structural material for ap-
plications in the automotive and aerospace industries, also due to their
light weight and recyclability. Currently there are sustained efforts to
improve material properties of the existing alloys by manipulating their
microstructure and minimising the use of expensive and en-
vironmentally harmful refinement additives. Recently, processing of

liquid alloy melts under the effect of external fields such as melt
shearing, electromagnetic stirring and ultrasonic treatment has gained
enormous interest owing to effective dynamic microstructural mod-
ification upon casting [1]. Among those, ultrasonic cavitation melt
treatment (UST) is suggested as an effective method for degassing, fil-
tration, and grain refinement of aluminium alloys [2]. Additionally,
UST provides a green, economical and pollution-free alternative ap-
proach to a variety of conventional melt processes such as alloying,
fluxing etc. [3,4]. Therefore, over the last few decades there has been
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considerable efforts in academia and industrial community to control
and optimise UST to achieve high efficiency, especially in processing
large melt volumes.

The technological and mechanical properties of the as-cast Al alloys
can be controlled either by the formation or refinement of primary
intermetallic crystals. Under typical casting conditions, the inter-
metallic crystals grow inadvertently large in shape and size leading to
low toughness and ductility of the alloy [5]. Refinement of these pri-
mary intermetallics to appropriate sizes (< 10 μm) using ultrasonic
processing is a promising technique [6]. Using these refined inter-
metallics as reinforcement particles in typical natural composites such
as Al-Si alloys has led to substantial improvement in properties such as
hardness, elastic modulus, high temperature stability and corrosion
resistance [3,7]. These primary intermetallics being refined to even
smaller sizes (1–5 μm), can act as solidification substrates for Al grains
and be very efficient in grain refinement of aluminium alloys even
without addition of traditional grain refiners such as AlTiB [8].

Despite the fact that the benefits of UST on various cast alloy sys-
tems is well recognised and reproducible [3,9,10], basic understanding
of in-situ ultrasound fragmentation behaviour of the primary solid
phases in the melt is very limited while the governing mechanism of
sono-fragmentation is not well understood. Recently, synchrotron X-ray
imaging of solidification in real metallic melts under the presence of
external fields has attracted attention of researchers and is being widely
applied in-situ [11–14]. Fragmentation of Al2Cu intermetallic dendrites
in an ultrasonically treated Al-35% Cu alloy was observed by Wang
et al. using the in-situ X-ray radiography [12]. Other investigations
include the dynamic performance of cavitation bubble in relation to
bubble growth mechanism [13]. Interaction of phases formed in Bi-8%
Zn alloy with the acoustic cavitation bubbles/flow has also been studied
by Wang et al. [11]. However, working with real melts is plagued by
difficulties, including the handling of liquid metal melts, recording of
multi-phase interactions while restricted by the narrow field of view
and a continuously growing solid phase during imaging studies. To
overcome these limitations, in-situ observations of organic transparent
alloys is the proposed alternative [15–17].

In-situ grain refinement of organic transparent alloys has been
studied using both optical and X-ray imaging techniques [15–17]. Chow
et al. [16] observed that grain nucleation was accelerated under the
influence of ultrasonic vibration causing fragmentation of a dendrite by
the pulsating and imploding cavitation bubble. In-situ imaging studies
on cavitation-induced fragmentation of calcite crystals present in a
CaCO3 solution revealed that fracture occurred due to the perpetual
collapse of the developed bubble cluster [18]. Digital photographic
observations of the effect of ultrasonic cavitation on the dendrites
formed in a SCN-1- wt% camphor alloy also revealed that the shock
waves emitted from imploding bubbles were mainly responsible for the
dendritic fragmentation [17]. However, the behaviour of the growing
dendrites offers a very limited fragmentation standpoint as their me-
chanical properties differ significantly from those of solidifying den-
drites or intermetallic crystals in real metallic alloys. Moreover, the
physical properties of organic transparent alloys are also very different
from the liquid metal alloys to a large extent making this analogy in-
appropriate [11].

Finding a suitable transparent analogue to liquid metals and con-
ducting in-situ imaging experiments at ambient conditions can be very
revealing and worthwhile in terms of profound clarity of the interac-
tions. Water, with similar kinematic viscosity and Newtonian behaviour
to liquid Al, has been found to have a very similar nature in terms of
acoustic cavitation development and bubble dynamics behaviour and is
frequently a choice as a transparent analogue while conducting UST
studies [2,19,20]. Wang et al. [21] recently investigated the cavitation-
induced fragmentation and associated fracture mechanism of primary
crystals (Si, Al3Ti and Al3V) formed in Al alloys. This seems to be the
most relevant piece of work on the interaction of cavitation bubbles
with primary intermetallic crystals to date. Study confirmed that the

fracture of the crystals was caused primarily via the fatigue mechanism
initiated by the cyclic pressure exerted by pulsating bubbles, possibly
triggering a pre-existing crack to grow to a critical size followed by
brittle fracture. Yet, this study was performed at moderate frames-per-
second levels, and was not supported by measurements of acoustic
parameters or mechanical properties. From other studies, it is also an-
ticipated that fragmentation of dendrites in real melts happens by the
combined effect of acoustic streaming jet impact [12] and shock waves
propagation [22] from imploding bubbles. On the other hand, a recent
similar study on the fragmentation of kidney stones suggested that the
potential mechanism of stones’ fragmentation is primarily associated
with impinged liquid jet followed by powerful shock wave emissions
[23].

Implosion of cavitation bubbles and the resulting shock pressure
field has been widely studied in water [24–30]. Cavitation bubbles are
generated during the rarefaction phase of the incident ultrasonic wave,
grow in size and rapidly collapse when they reach a critical resonance
size during the compression cycle producing high-speed jets and local
hydrodynamic impact pressures in the range of GPa [31]. However, the
exact mechanism leading to the fragmentation of solid phases is still
under scrutiny. Understanding the underlying mechanisms of cavita-
tion-induced fragmentation of solid phases will allow us to accurately
develop numerical models and advance UST into industrial scale ap-
plications [32,33]. To this end, it is of interest to further investigate the
fragmentation behaviour of the intermetallic crystals under controlled
cavitation using a single laser-induced bubble event, to study the details
of cavitation interaction with the intermetallics and then expand the
experiment to continuous ultrasonic processing in order to understand
the dynamics of this phenomenon in its full complexity. The acoustic
parameters and in-situ observations need to be related to the mechan-
ical properties of the fragmented phases.

In this paper, the mechanical properties of the primary Al3Zr in-
termetallic has been evaluated using depth sensing indentation at room
temperature conditions. Subsequently, the fragmentation of primary
Al3Zr intermetallic under the influence of a single and multiple bubble
cavitation has been investigated in deionized water, complemented
with in-situ high-speed imaging studies. The fracture mechanism of the
intermetallic crystals has been elucidated using the recorded images
and validated using critical stress-fracture mechanics. The results reveal
for the first time that the fragmentation of intermetallic crystals was
essentially prompted by the interaction with shock waves released from
imploding bubbles. The fragmentation criterion has also been sup-
ported by the pressure field measured by a high-frequency calibrated
hydrophone to account for the shock wave-intermetallic interaction.

2. Experimental methodology

2.1. Extraction of Al3Zr and sample preparation

Around 350 g of an Al-3 wt% Zr alloy was prepared by smelting
pure Al (99.97%) and an Al-5 wt% Zr master alloy. The alloy produced
was re-melted in an electrical furnace and left to solidify in a graphite
mould ( =Ø 50mm). The alloy melt was cooled to room temperature
(RT) based on the schematic thermal cycle shown in Fig. 1, with tem-
perature accuracy of up to 3 K. Cubes of dimension 5 × 5× 5 mm were
cut from the solidified ingot using a silicon carbide rotating blade.

Primary Al3Zr intermetallics were then extracted by immersing the
cube samples into a 15% sodium hydroxide solution in water for up to
24 hrs. The Al matrix was dissolved into the solution following the
chemical reaction:

2Al + 2NaOH + 2H2O → 2NaAlO2 + 3 H2

The solution was then filtered out and the extracted intermetallics
were collected and thoroughly rinsed using ethanol and left to naturally
dry out for further examination. Morphological image of an extracted
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Al3Zr intermetallic is shown in Fig. 2a.
Part of the ingot was cut longitudinally and sectioned along the

central axis from the bottom as the primary intermetallics tends to
settle at the bottom of the ingot owing to the slow cooling rate and high
density of Al3Zr. These sectioned sample were then ground and po-
lished for optical microscopic examination and nano-indentation stu-
dies. Fig. 2b shows the morphological images of the Al3Zr intermetallics
embedded in the alloy matrix (marked in red).

2.2. Depth sensing nano-indentation (DSI)

An ultra-high temperature nano-indentation setup (UNHT HTV,
Anton Paar Switzerland) working on a principle of active surface re-
ferencing was used to analyse the mechanical properties of primary
intermetallic Al3Zr specimens embedded in Al matrix. This principle
employs measuring and referencing axes, each with their own means of
computing the applied load and the corresponding displacement.
Through independent control of the referencing axis, it is possible to
achieve active referencing of the sample to be measured owing to
sample-frame deformation and temperature changes. Note that the
measurements were conducted at room temperature conditions. The
details regarding the instrumentation setup and configuration are pro-
vided elsewhere [34]. Successive indentations were performed over the
specimen with a continuous loading and unloading speeds of 20 mN/
min and a dwell time of 5 sec using a geometrically well-defined Ber-
kovich diamond nano-indenter. The load–displacement characteristics
were acquired with a linear loading of 10 mN and an acquisition fre-
quency of 10 Hz. Embedded intermetallics were then subjected for
fracture indentation mode using a specifically designed diamond cube
corner indenter with a maximum load of 100 mN. At least 5 indents

were done for each measurement conditions to achieve statistically
reliable data.

2.3. Single laser-induced bubble (LIB)

A Nd:YAG laser system (Nano S 130-10, Litron Lasers, UK) was
deployed to generate laser-induced cavitation bubbles by focusing a
single high-energy laser pulse of 10.5 ± 1 mJ, with a wavelength of
532 nm (Green beam) and duration of 6–8 ns into distilled water. A
transparent custom-built chamber of dimensions
420 mm × 438 mm × 220 mm equipped with a curved mirror to focus
the laser beam was used (Fig. 3). The detailed information about the
experimental arrangement can be found elsewhere [25]. An extracted
intermetallic crystal was then fixed on a steel substrate using a cya-
noacrylate adhesive. The attached crystal was placed on a bespoke xyz
translational stage and judiciously positioned in such a way that laser
breakdown occurs in close proximity to the fixed crystal at a radial
distance of 3–4 mm. The standoff parameter γ (ratio of the distance of
breakdown point from the crystal’s surface and the maximum bubble
radius) was deliberately kept in the range of 1–1.5 to ensure that the
bubble does not touch the crystal upon expanding. In-situ recordings of
the interaction of the single laser bubble with the intermetallic crystal
were captured using high-speed shadow-graphic imaging performed at
200,000 frames per second with resolution of 400 × 250 pixels by
employing a Hyper vision HPV X2 (Shimadzu, Japan) high-speed
camera producing 256 frames for every recorded sequence with shutter
time of 200 ns. The illumination and high temporal resolution were
provided by synchronous (to frame capture) 10 ns laser pulses of
640 nm (Red beam) via CAVILUX Smart UHS system (Cavitar Ltd.,
Tampere, Finland). The images (and video in supplementary material)

Fig. 1. Cooling curve for Al-3 wt% Zr alloy formation.

Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of Al3Zr (a) extracted single crystal, (b) intermetallics embedded in Al matrix.
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given in this article have been confirmed after 5 similar observations
and are found to be repeatable and descriptive.

2.4. Ultrasonic processing (USP)

The extracted Al3Zr crystals were fixed onto a steel plate by a cya-
noacrylate adhesive and that was deliberately placed on the bottom of
the glass tank of dimensions (W× L × H) 75 mm× 75 mm× 100 mm
(Fig. 4a). The tank was then filled with de-ionized water up to a height
of 75 mm from the base and placed below the 24 kHz ultrasonic horn
(Hielscher UP200S Ultrasonic processor) made of titanium with a tip
diameter of 3 mm and an adjustable acoustic oscillating amplitude from
42 to 210 μm peak-to-peak at full power (100%). The detailed technical
specification of the ultrasonic processor is listed in the manual [35].
The intermetallic crystals were placed precisely 3–4 mm below and at
crosswise direction of the sonotrode tip. The sonotrode was immersed
approximately 10 mm below the surface of water. The experiments
were performed at a chosen peak-to-peak amplitude of 42 μm (corre-
sponding to 20% input power) and conducted under room temperature
conditions.

In-situ imaging of interaction between cavitating liquid and primary
intermetallic crystals were captured and recorded using high-speed
camera (Photron SA-Z). A frame rate of 100,000 fps was chosen for
imaging the sono-fragmentation behaviour at a resolution of 640 × 280
pixels with a shutter speed of 8.39 μs. In this case, front light photo-
graphy was used in contrast to shadow photography in LIB experiments.
A combination of a multi LED flash lamp (GS Vitec) and a high-power
light source (Karl Storz Power LED 175) from the front and back of the
glass tank respectively was utilised in order to achieve maximum illu-
mination in the direction for filming. Fig. 4a shows the schematic of the

experimental setup made for sono-fragmentation imaging studies.
Minimum of 10 consistent and repeatable observations of the frag-
mented crystals and their interaction with the cavitating field were
recorded in real time.

Fig. 4b exhibits a separate setup that was explicitly used for cap-
turing the propagation of shock waves from the collapsing bubbly
clouds using shadow-graphic imaging. The developed cavitation zone
nearby the sonotrode surface was recorded at 1 million frames per
second in contrast to the crystal fracture observation performed at 100
kfps (due to different time scale of the events) using Hyper Vision HPV
X2 (Shimadzu, Japan) ultra-high-speed camera under synchronous
10 ns laser pulses (CAVILUX) illumination in order to capture and
quantify the highly dynamic behaviour and propagation of shock
waves. Multiple sets of shock wave fronts for a period of 0.25 ms were
captured, analysed and related to the fragmentation mechanism (typi-
cally occurs after 8–10 ms).

2.5. Acoustic pressure measurements

A fibre optic calibrated hydrophone (FOH) device, with a 125 μm
probe sensor (Precision Acoustics Ltd., Dorchester, UK) was integrated
to the experimental setup as shown in Fig. 4 to monitor the pressures at
MHz frequencies associated with transient cavitation and shock wave
emissions. The sensor was connected to the digital oscilloscope-3204D
(Pico Technology) through the 50 Ω output of FOH system to capture
the acoustic signal generated from the ultrasound device. The electronic
connection of the sensor is schematically represented in Fig. 4a. The
hydrophone was calibrated between 1 and 30 MHz at increment of
1 MHz using a PVDF (Polyvinylidene fluoride) membrane hydrophone
(0.4 mm diameter) with a sensitivity and its associated uncertainties

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the experimental setup used for generating laser-induced bubble (LIB).
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(grey region) varying as shown in Fig. 5. The shock wave pressure was
recorded at locations close to the tip (± 0.2 mm) of Al3Zr crystal placed
at 3 mm vertically below the sonotrode (under) along the symmetry
axis and 4 mm in the transverse axis (side).

The real time acoustic signal monitoring was captured using the
Picoscope data acquisition software. The raw hydrophone voltage
signal was obtained over the period of 2 ms (~48 acoustic cycles) with
a sampling rate of 500 MS/s (Mega samples per second). The raw data
was acquired after the steady state condition had been attained. The
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the voltage–time signal that was

applied to obtain the pressure signal followed the deconvolution pro-
cess as previously described in our work [36] and in [37]. The pressure
values were averaged over 60 waveform signals of 2 ms each to ensure
repeatability of the results while noise was subtracted from the raw
signal.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nano-indentation experiments

Formation and growth of the primary intermetallic phases to a
certain size in the solidifying melt predominantly affects the material
integrity and mechanical properties of the as-cast alloy. The ultrasound-
induced fragmentation potential and refinement of these primary
crystals depends, on one hand, on the operating conditions of UST, and,
on the other hand, on the fracture strength of the crystal. Knowing the
latter is a vital input in deciding the acoustic power requirements for
efficient and controllable ultrasonic fragmentation. Yet these properties
are largely unknown. To fill this gap, we performed this part of the
study.

Mechanical properties such as elastic modulus, nanohardness and
fracture toughness of the primary Al3Zr intermetallic have been eval-
uated here experimentally and compared with the values in literature
obtained from first principle calculations [38]. Fig. 6 shows 5 load–-
displacement (P-h) profiles of the Al3Zr intermetallic and their corre-
sponding indentation marks obtained for a maximum load of 10 mN at
room temperature using the nano-indentation setup of section 2.2. The
mechanical properties have been evaluated from the P-h curve using
the method introduced by Oliver and Pharr (O&P) [39,40]. To obtain
fairly accurate values of elastic modulus and hardness from this P-h
curve, it is important to measure experimentally certain parameters
such as the maximum displacement (hmax), permanent/final depth of
penetration (hf) and the contact stiffness of unloading curve

Fig. 4. Schematic of the experimental setup involved for (a) sono-fragmentation, and (b) shock wave imaging study.

Fig. 5. Sensitivity of FOH calibrated in discrete steps of 1 MHz between 1 and
30 MHz bandwidth frequencies, with calibration uncertainty represented as
grey shading.
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( =S dP dh/ ). The indentation depth in Fig. 6a shows substantial elastic
recovery (~24%) equivalent to that of quartz [41] with a residual pe-
netration depth of almost 183 nm, which strongly points towards the
elastic/plastic behaviour of the crystal being indicative of a typical hard
and brittle material.

Using the model suggested by O&P, the hardness (H) and elastic
modulus (E) were evaluated and found to be in the range of 7.2–7.6 GPa
and 194–206 GPa respectively. The results on material properties of
Al3Zr based on our experimental measurements are given in Table 1
along with some reference data. The values are in good agreement with
the current literature data estimated from the first-principle method
[38,42–46]. Fracture toughness (Kc) of the intermetallic was also de-
termined from the following equation given by the Lawn Evans Mar-
shall (LEM) model [47,48]:

= × ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

× ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

K α E
H

P
cc

0.5

3/2 (1)

where, P is applied indentation load, c represents the contact size, α is
the constant dependent on indenter geometry, material’s Poisson’s ratio
and E/H ratio was taken as 0.036 for a cube-corner indenter. Kc of the
Al3Zr intermetallic was experimentally estimated to be nearly 1 MPa√m
agreeing well with the value found in literature [49], see Table 1.

These values have been utilised later for accurate determination of
fracture mechanics.

3.2. Laser-induced bubble (LIB) experiments

3.2.1. Observations of fragmentation
A sequence of images captured using high-speed filming of primary

Al3Zr intermetallic fragmentation is shown in Fig. 7(a-l). An associated
video corresponding to this sequence of images (File name: video 1) is
accessible with the online version of the article. These real time images
demonstrate the interaction of a single laser-induced cavitation bubble
with an Al3Zr intermetallic crystal leading to its fracture. Fig. 7a shows
the studied intermetallic crystal of approximate dimension

3.1 mm × 3.5 mm × 0.06 mm (L × H × W) with a pre-existing crack
length of 0.5 mm (indicated with a white arrow) at time =t 0 μs. After
about 5 μs, an optical breakdown is triggered using the laser energy
source causing bubble nucleation (marked with blue arrow) and release
of continuous fronts of shock waves propagating with both compres-
sional and rarefaction phases (indicated with red arrow) within the li-
quid as shown in Fig. 7b. The laser-induced bubble then undergoes the
growth phase from =t 5 μs to =t 150 μs, expanding up to a radius of
1.5 mm as illustrated in Fig. 7 (b to c) in response to the energy dis-
position of the liquid medium. The crystal interaction with the first set
of generated shock wave fronts causes the pre-existing crack (at a dis-
tance of approximately 3.3 mm from the bubble centre) to propagate
through the intermetallic thereby increasing its length (indicated with
white double arrow). Thereafter, the inertia of the host medium causes
the bubble to shrink and collapse asymmetrically at =t 325 μs, fol-
lowing the release of next set of shock wave fronts scattering within the
liquid.

Following the first collapse, a smaller (secondary) bubble is gener-
ated by partially splitting from the main (mother) bubble (encircled in
green) with sufficient energy to follow its growth and collapse cycle till
a complete separation occurs. The secondary bubble then expands to its
maximum size until =t 405 μs causing the crack to further propagate
and a secondary crack to develop (indicated with a white arrow) at the
bottom of the intermetallic crystal as shown in Fig. 7e. The smaller
bubble then completely splits up from the primary bubble followed by a
rebound growth and shrinkage phase and subsequent release of shock
waves (indicated with red arrow) upon its final collapse as shown in
Fig. 7f. To this effect, the crack rapidly propagates to the other end
causing complete fracture of the crystal from the bottom left side (in-
dicated with a yellow boundary). Just after next 5 μs, the primary
bubble collapses to generate another set of shock wave fronts (indicated
with a red arrow) propagating through the liquid as shown in Fig. 7g.
Consequently, the secondary crack can be seen spreading from the
bottom part to merge with the primary one (marked with red curved
arrow) as shown in Fig. 7(h-l). Multiple rebounds and collapses of the
primary cavitation bubble happen until the bubble’s energy is entirely
dissipated in the medium and it finally disintegrates into tiny clusters of
bubbles as shown in Fig. 7l. Even though it seems from the sequence of
images in Fig. 7 that crack propagation in the crystal results from an
immediate bubble collapse event, this may not be entirely true owing to
a hysteresis induced from the signal delay after the laser is essentially
triggered. Therefore, what may appear as the consequence of crystal-
shock wave interaction from a rebound collapse process, could actually
be a result of preceding shock waves generated through previous cavity
collapses i.e. the damaging effect of the propagating shock fronts on the

Fig. 6. (a) P-h curve with maximum and final penetration depth of 240.8 ± 4.14 and 183.1 ± 4.06 respectively, and (b) corresponding indentation marks on Al3Zr
crystal with load of 10 mN.

Table 1
Measured mechanical properties of Al3Zr crystal using DSI technique.

Mechanical Properties This work Std. dev. Other work

Hardness (GPa) 7.4 0.2 6 [45]
Elastic Modulus (GPa) 200 5.8 197.6 [38]

201.8 [42]
193.0 [44]

Fracture Toughness (MPa√m) 1.1 0.1 0.85 [49]
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intermetallic produced after the 2nd and 3rd rebound collapses at
=t 485 μs and =t 565 μs, respectively, in reality might have induced

either from the prior released shock waves =t 5 μs and =t 325 μs or
through their synergistic response. It is also likely that the shock fronts
generated from the rebound collapses are too weak to cause any severe
damage to the crystal compared to the initial high energy disseminated
shocks. It has been observed that a split cavitation bubble (as in the
present case) produces multiple shock waves with separate centres in
the subsequent breakdowns [50]. So, it is fair to say that the whole
crystal fragmentation is essentially a reaction to cumulative shock
waves (~5 shock fronts typically monitored after the final collapse)
impact from a single laser bubble. Similar response was observed in all
other cases of single laser bubble experiments where fragmentation
essentially occurred from the split cavitation and asymmetric rebound
producing multiple shock waves caused by the residual asymmetry
during implosion as achieving a perfect spherical shape of the bubble is
barely possible [51]. It is also evident from Fig. 7 that since there was
no direct physical interaction of the laser-induced bubble with the in-
termetallic crystal with standoff parameter γ being equal or greater
than 1 (see supplementary video 1 for better clarity), the intermetallic
fragmentation was solely a result of repeated shock wave cyclic fronts
emitted from the breakdown (nucleation) and successive collapse
phases of the laser-induced bubble. Also, it is evident from the high-
speed images that the crystal underwent almost instantaneous frag-
mentation befalling in less than a millisecond time. It is worth men-
tioning here that the asymmetrical collapse of the bubble generated
multiple shocks that interacted with the fixed sample leading to almost
instantaneous brittle fracture. This type of collapse replicates the real
shock pressure conditions occurring in continuous sonicated environ-
ments as shown later in section 3.3.

3.2.2. Analysis of fracture mechanics of the studied crystals
An attempt to quantify the observed fragmentation mechanism by

means of basic fracture mechanics was made. The fragmentation me-
chanics has been applied in terms of critical stress required to initiate
pre-existing crack propagation that completely fractures the inter-
metallic crystal upon interaction with the laser-induced bubble.

As previously mentioned in section 3.2.1 the predominant frag-
mentation mechanism is the surge of shock wave pressures upon bubble
collapse. Therefore, it is essential to estimate the strength of shock
waves in relation to their pressure amplitude. The following equation

suggested by Vogel et al. [24] provides the variation of the pressure
amplitude (Pr) of the emitted shock wave from a spherical bubble col-
lapse against the propagating distance, r.

= − +−
∞P c ρ u P(10 1)r o s

u c c
1

( )/s o 2 (2)

where ρo represents the density of the surrounding medium (water)
before the emission, us denotes the shock wave velocity measured from
the r(t) curve, co corresponds to the speed of sound in water, c1 and c2
are empirical constants equal to 5190 m/s and 25306 m/s respectively
as defined in [52], and P∞ indicates the hydrostatic pressure.

The maximum shock wave velocity (us) for the optical breakdown
through laser energy of 10 mJ and 6 ns pulse was reported to be almost
3 times the speed of sound in water [24]. Considering the velocity to be
approximately 4500 m/s, the shock pressure amplitude was determined
using Eq. (2) to be around 7000 MPa. Additionally, using a far-field
hydrophone, the shock pressure amplitude, by a similar in nature and
energy capacity bubble (10 mJ), was measured in the range of
2.5–10 MPa at a radial distance of 4–4.5 mm from the bubble centre
[24,26]. It has been previously reported that the pressure amplitude
close to 100 MPa decays approximately as r-1 nearby the shock front
[24,53]. On a logarithmic scale, the pressure amplitude initially at-
tenuates in an inverse parabolic fashion (r-2) up to a distance of 300 μm
with a value close to 150 MPa and then reduces linearly with the
propagating distance until the shock front completely dissipates in the
medium [24]. Using these empirical relationships, the shock pressure at
a distance of 300 μm from the laser bubble centre was linearly inter-
polated to a radial distance of 3.3 mm (the distance of the pre-existing
crack from the emission centre) and was estimated to be about 31 MPa.
The shock pressure amplitude was estimated to vary between 20 and
40 MPa for other specific positions of the crystal placed away from the
bubble centre (Fig. 8a) through careful interpolation, keeping in mind
the linear trend of the pressure attenuation.

It is to be noted that these predicted pressure values are for an ideal
case of a symmetric bubble collapse that produces a single shock wave.
It has been reported that the pressure amplitude of the propagating
shock waves emitted from an asymmetric bubble collapse at a distance
of 3 mm from the plasma centre is in the range of 4–11 MPa depending
upon the focussing angle of the laser beam [51]. This variation is also
indicative of the fact that the emitted shock wave is formed through
superimposition of signals originating from diverse locations across the
elongated plasma region. Therefore, the shock pressure obtained for a

Fig. 7. High-speed imaging sequence showing complete fragmentation of primary Al3Zr intermetallic particle (pre-existing crack) upon interaction with a shock wave
from a laser nucleated single bubble recorded at 200 kfps. The supplementary video can be accessed with the online version of the article as video 1.
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spherical bubble collapse clearly exceeds the pressure signal generated
from an asymmetric collapse.

To relate the induced shock pressures to those required for the
complete fracture of the crystal, the critical fracture stress was de-
termined based on the typical Griffith criterion for a single edge not-
ched Al3Zr intermetallic (Fig. 8b) assuming that Mode I fracture
(Fig. 8c) is applicable [54]:

=K Cσ πac (3)

Here, Kc represents the fracture toughness of the intermetallic
crystal, a corresponds to the crack length of the pre-existing notch, C is
a constant parameter depending on the crack length, and σ denotes the
stress needed for complete fracture of the intermetallic. For the present
case, the value of Kc was considered to be 1.1 as obtained from Table 1,
the crack length, a is taken to be 0.5 mm based on the direct ob-
servation, and the constant C is taken as 1.12 [55]. Using Eq. (3), the
critical stress that would result in the brittle fracture of Al3Zr crystal
with a known crack length was estimated to be around 25 MPa. The
required fracture stress for crystals having crack length between
0.2 mm and 0.6 mm was in the range of 22–40 MPa (Fig. 8d). There-
fore, in the ideal case of a spherical collapse, the generated shock
pressure is sufficient to break the crystal; however, in our case where
multiple collapses are observed due to collapsing asymmetry (elongated
plasma breakdown) [52,56], the distributed shock pressure is expected
to be comparatively less. Moreover, this exaggeration of the maximum

pressure generated from a single shock wave compared to multiple
pressure shocks is also in good agreement with experimental mea-
surements as discussed elsewhere [26,51].

Nonetheless, due to the observed almost instantaneous breakage it
seems that the pressures generated by shock waves are sufficient to
overcome the critical fracture stress of up to 40 MPa as estimated by
Griffith’s criterion. Also, it is possible that the required stress for frag-
mentation could be even less than estimated, as the pre-existing crack
(as shown in Fig. 7a) branches into two new cracks (Fig. 7l) thereby
failing not just as per Mode I but by a combination of other fracture
modes that the crystal experiences. This implies the presence of other
pre-existing flaws facilitating the crack propagation with a multi-di-
rectional tendency. Therefore, the resulting multiple shock wave fronts
emitted from the collapse of a laser-induced bubble are sufficient to
produce brittle failure of an Al3Zr crystal on the spot.

3.3. Ultrasonic cavitation experiments

Having identified the governing fragmentation mechanism of in-
termetallics exposed to cavitation impacts, next step is to investigate
the fracture of primary Al3Zr crystals (with and without a noticeable
pre-existing crack) when subjected to ultrasonic cavitation induced by a
sonotrode.

Fig. 8. (a) Calculated shock pressure magnitude, (b) image of Al3Zr crystal showing crack length and its distance from the bubble centre, (c) schematic representation
of stresses acting on single edge notched plate, and (d) theoretical fracture stress required for its fragmentation.
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3.3.1. Observations of fragmentation
To start with, the sources of shock waves emissions in this dynamic

and highly transient sonicated environment were monitored. Fig. 9
shows typical series of images of an already developed cavitation zone
at the tip of the sonotrode captured at 1 Mfps using the integrated laser
illumination. It is clear that the cavitation phenomena occurring below
the sonotrode emit shock waves in a consistent pattern. The red arrows
show the emitted shock wave propagating through the liquid at definite
time intervals. An associated video corresponding to this sequence of
images (File name: video 2) is accessible with the online version of the
article. We observe that the tip of the sonotrode is covered by a cavi-
tation cloud which undergoes repetitive expansion and collapse oscil-
lations thus emitting shock waves. The majority of these shocks are
generated from the edges: at most locations of the sonotrode surface
there is interference of the acoustic waves from adjacent point sources
and, therefore, it is only at the edges where there are uncancelled
horizontal components and no shielding from the sonotrode [57], re-
sulting in diffractive field effects and spherical spreading of the shock
waves. It has been noticed that the collapse of inertial cavitation cloud
against the sonotrode face and interaction of the pressure fields within
this cloud will also generate complex pressure waves propagating out-
wards from the perimeter of the sonotrode tip [58]. video 2 footage
shows that around 4 shots of multiple shock wave fronts are released on
average in every 0.25 ms from different locations in the vicinity of the
ultrasonic source upon collapse of bubbly clouds. It has been argued
that these released shock waves have the potential to damage/break the
solid crystals in the surrounding area [59–61]. However, the lack of
solid evidence in literature have imposed restrictions for the estab-
lishment of such a hypothesis.

Fig. 10 shows the frame by frame fragmentation process of a single
edge notched Al3Zr crystal by means of acoustic cavitation. An asso-
ciated video corresponding to this sequence of images (File name: video
3) is accessible with the online version of the article. In this case a lower
frame rate speed was deployed using light illumination as explained in
section 2.4. The first frame ( =t 0 ms) exhibits a well-illuminated ty-
pical Al3Zr crystal of dimension approximately
2.6 mm × 2.8 mm × 0.06 mm (L × H × W) having a crack/notch
length of about 1.8 mm (encircled in yellow). Prior to switching on the
ultrasound, it has been made sure that there is no presence of micro-
bubbles (greater than10 μm, camera lens cannot resolve smaller size
bubbles) in the vicinity of the crystal. Fig. 10b shows the formation of
small cloud mist near the ultrasonic horn (indicated with red arrow)
after the transducer was turned on, which later on forms into a large
cavitation cloud covering the whole of the sonotrode surface (Fig. 10c).
As this cloud collapses in the next frame ( =t 4.34 ms), a small notch
starts to appear at the bottom of the crystal (encircled in blue). Note
that since these primary crystals are highly brittle, a crack in any lo-
cation of the crystal will form depending on the amount of internal
flaws that generally act as stress raisers and crack initiation sites. As the

cycle of cloud formation and collapse repeats from =t 4.40 ms to
=t 4.68 ms, the crack grows and propagates until it reaches the edge of

the crystal (shown in blue rectangular border). Subsequently the crystal
fails as the new crack connects to the existing crack (enclosed in a green
boundary). From the images, it is apparent that there has been no direct
interaction of the cavitation cloud with the studied crystal till =t 5.02
ms while the fracture being already initiated. It should be noted that the
crystal fragmentation in this case occurs in a very similar fashion as was
observed in the case of single bubble interaction. The existing crack
propagates and then splits into two secondary crack branches, in-
dicating that the failure occurs through combined (opening and tearing)
fracture modes. Unlike the laser-induced bubble, however, the frag-
mentation here is not instantaneous and occurs in about 7 ms (168
acoustic cycles). It was previously shown that interaction of individual
bubbles with intermetallics can be the driving mechanism of fragmen-
tation [21]. It is unlikely that microbubbles of size in the range of few
microns (which cannot be resolved by the camera lens) oscillating far
away from source, are capable of damaging the crystal and causing
catastrophic fracture in such a short span of time. Indeed, microbubbles
with radii in the range of 10–15 μm produces pressure pulses close to
0.1 MPa upon transient collapse that is insufficient to induce fast
fracture of the crystal [29,62]. Wang et al. [21] previously reported that
large pulsating cavitation bubbles with radii in the range of 50–80 μm
that undergo vigorous periodic collapses, damages the nearby crystal
after a significant period of 1680 acoustic cycles. So, even if there are
non-linearly oscillating bubbles with radii in the range of 10 μm or less
attached to the crystal for longer duration, it is unlikely that they would
induce severe damage in such a short period of time as they are not
likely to collapse [62,63]. Based on the number of acoustic cycles, it is
conceivable that the crystal must have survived almost 100 shock
waves (based on the shock front approximation as per Fig. 9) prior to
fracture. It appears that, even though the fragmentation of crystal as
observed in the section 3.2.1 is almost instantaneous, the Al3Zr inter-
metallic fracture can also be affiliated with fatigue type failure in view
of the fact that the crystal survived multiple cavitation cloud collapses
before its complete rupture. It is suggested that emitted shock waves
from cavitation cloud collapses initially caused the formation of a sub-
critical crack that later developed into a critical size crack as observed
by Wang et al. [21]. Results show, for the first time, that the governing
mechanism is due to the shock waves generated from clouds of bubbles
near the sonotrode tip, which may also be complemented by the vig-
orous oscillation of individual pulsating cavitation bubbles in the vici-
nity of the crystal.

In addition to the evaluation of the fracture mechanism of an in-
termetallic crystal having a pre-existing notch, the fragmentation se-
quence has also been observed for a perpendicularly oriented crystal
placed at roughly 3 mm vertically below and around off-axis 4 mm in
the crosswise direction, to account for any bending effects of the fixed
crystal from the ultrasound-induced acoustic cavitation pressure field.

Fig. 9. Images of ultrasonic cavitation and shock wave propagation generated from a 3 mm sonotrode recorded at 1Mfps. The supplementary video can be accessed
with the online version of the article as video 2.
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Again, to avoid any uncertainty caused by microbubbles attached to the
crystal’s surface as in the case of a crystal in Fig. 10, sonication was
applied only after making sure that there are no pre-existing bubbles
touching the intermetallic that can be resolved by the camera lens.
Fig. 11(a-o) shows the sequence of sono-fragmentation images of for-
ward-facing and side-facing primary Al3Zr crystals. An associated video
corresponding to this sequence of images (File name: video 4) is ac-
cessible with online version of the article. Only selected frames have
been shown for the best representation of the facture mechanism and

brevity of the manuscript.
The first image at =t 0 ms displays the well-illuminated crystals

placed in two perpendicular planes below the 3 mm sonotrode tip. For
clarity, the crystal on the left will be termed as CL and crystal on the
right as CR from here onwards. At =t 1.65 ms, a few tiny bubbles
started to appear just beneath the sonotrode and a tiny crack is formed
at the top of the CL (indicated by red arrow). After about 3.19 ms,
clusters of bubble start to cavitate resulting in the possible release of
shock waves causing the crack formed on CL to enlarge and notches on

Fig. 10. High-speed images of fragmentation of primary Al3Zr (single edged notch) crystals captured at 100 kfps when subjected to ultrasonic cavitation. The
supplementary video can be accessed with the online version of the article as video 3.

Fig. 11. High-speed images of fragmentation of primary Al3Zr crystals captured at 100 kfps when subjected to ultrasonic cavitation. The supplementary video can be
accessed with the online version of the article as video 4.
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CR to form (Fig. 11c). At =t 5.45 ms, a notch on CR has developed upon
increased exposure time of ultrasound and can be clearly seen. Then at

=t 5.9 ms (Fig. 11h), the top right corner of CL has completely sepa-
rated off and as the propagating bubble cloud becomes denser, the
crack starts to develop on CL and a visible cavity forms at the top of the
CR (see supplementary video 4 for clarity). Note that the position where
the crack, notch or cavity develops first in the crystal depends, appar-
ently, on the presence of a pre-existing micro crack and defects at those
locations, which cannot be resolved in the images. In Fig. 11(h to k), as
the cavitation bubble cloud approaches the crystals, the top portion of
the CR exhibits severe flapping, followed by the fragmentation and a
top left corner of CL is detached (indicated by the arrow). The flapping
part of the CR ultimately shears away as shown in Fig. 11(o). Also, it
can be noticed from the sequence of snapshots that a relatively large
cavitating bubble in the centre of the images (and within depth of field
of 6 mm) has been captured by a standing wave and trapped at the same
location changing its vibration (surface/Faraday waves) modes [64] in
a stable non-linear motion throughout the sequence without significant
variation in its size, indicating the weak effect of the incident pressure
waves at that specific position. This confirms evidence that there is
almost negligible effect of incident waves and acoustic streaming on the
CR located away from the source. Hence, only the powerful surges from
shock waves due to the bubble cloud collapse can be responsible for
shattering the CR as in Fig. 11o.

The Al3Zr crystal (CR) underwent just 186 cycles of ultrasonic vi-
bration before its complete fragmentation representing low cycle fa-
tigue type failure. It is worth mentioning that the fracture of crystals at
certain locations occurred before the cavitation cloud even approached
the intermetallic surface. Also, there is no evidence of a pulsating
bubble clusters on the surface of the crystal that can possibly induce
damage as a result of liquid jet ejection. So, the only likelihood is that
the fragmentation occurs through shock wave interaction causing the
crystal to shatter in pieces like that of glass particularly when it is
outside the cavitation zone. These observations confirm that the shock
waves emitted from the collapse of cavitating bubble cloud act as a
crucial agent responsible for the fragmentation of primary crystals, as
evaluated in next section. In addition, repeated emission of shock waves

impacting the crystal surface intermittently cause low cycle fatigue
within the material, eventually fragmenting the crystal thus making the
cyclic shock pressure one of the possible fracture mechanism just before
the brittle failure [21].

3.3.2. Analysis of induced shear stresses on the studied crystals
As observed from Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, it is apparent that the

acoustically generated large cavitation structure attached to the sono-
trode undergoes repetitive dynamic oscillations. It is interesting to note
that the oscillating frequency of intermetallic deflection decreases to
almost 4.8–5 kHz just before the fragmentation (from =t 4.81 ms to

=t 5.62 ms at steps of 0.2 ms) matching the self-induced subharmonic
frequency (1/5th of the driving frequency) of the large cavitation
structure attached to the sonotrode tip as shown in Fig. 11k. This sub-
harmonic oscillation of the crystal is indirectly related with the emis-
sion of shock waves every time the attached cavitation cloud collapses
[65]. The strange behaviour of this large formed cavitation structure
has previously been observed by Znidarcic et al. [66]. It was reported
that this developed cavitation structure generates its own oscillating
frequency that falls in the subharmonic range of the ultrasonic driving
frequency. The strength of this subharmonic signal induced from this
large cloud can actually be very high and its acoustic intensity in the
power spectrum can even come close to the fundamental pressure wave
[67]. Johnston et al. [68] found that these strong subharmonic signals
are related to the emissions of periodic shock waves from acoustically
driven cavitation cloud collapses.

The impact of released shock waves on the CR intermetallic crystal
has been explained at different time progressions (see supplementary
video 4 for better clarity). As soon as the ultrasound is switched on, the
CR undergoes continuous deflection of about 24.3 μm at =t 1.05 ms
oscillating close to the driving frequency (24 kHz) with simultaneous
build-up of cavitation structure near the sonotrode. It was observed that
at specific time steps where the bubble cloud collectively collapses, the
pressure impulse from the generated shock wave causes the maximum
deflection of the crystal viz. =t 3.62 ms, =t 5.07 ms, =t 5.28 ms and

=t 5.62 ms. This peculiar behaviour has been schematically exemplified
in Fig. 12 for clarity. The cavitation cloud reaches its maximum size at

Fig. 12. Schematic representation of intermetallic crystal deflecting upon interaction with the incoming shock waves.
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=t 5.48 ms and with subsequent collapses the CR intermetallic shatter
into pieces at =t 6.71 ms with fragments as small as 50 μm. This phe-
nomenon of potential refinement of the primary intermetallic crystals
in ultrasonically treated real melt systems is very important in grain
refinement with these fragments acting as grain nucleation points
without need of any separate inoculation [8].

This shock wave-induced maximum deflection of CR can be utilised
to mathematically estimate the shear stress acting at the tip of the
crystal. For calculation, the length (L), width (b) and thickness (d) of CR
shown in Fig. 12 are taken as 3.6 mm, 2.5 mm and 0.06 mm, respec-
tively. The maximum shear stress (τmax) acting on the crystal was
evaluated by adopting a simple cantilever beam model using the fol-
lowing equations as described in [69]:

=τ FQ
Ibmax (4)

=F δ EI
L

3 max
3 (5)

=Q bd
8

2

(6)

=I bd
12

3

(7)

Here F is the transverse shear force estimated from the maximum
deflection of the crystal (δmax), Q is the first moment of area at the
neutral axis, I denotes the moment of inertial of the crystal’s cross-
section and E is elastic modulus of the Al3Zr crystal taken from Table 1.
Based on the above equations, τmax was calculated for different de-
flection values found at specific time intervals and is shown in Table 2.
As we can see, the induced shear stress ramps up with the crystal’s
deflection reaching up to 0.5 MPa at the point of maximum bending of
the tip. A similar approach was also undertaken by Kim et al. [63]
where a silicon microcantilever was subjected to oscillating bubbles in a
continuous ultrasonic field and its damage potential was assessed
through deflection-induced stresses. Their study confirms that deflec-
tion of the crystal is not due to acoustic streaming or the developed
pressure field, but rather it is driven by the dynamic pressure effects
from chaotically oscillating bubble collapses. Interestingly, the deflec-
tion produced by the chaotic oscillating bubbles with the pressure in the
range of 0.1–0.5 MPa is sufficient to break the Si cantilever, matching
very well our findings. Zeng et al. [70] also reported that the cavitation
bubble collapse near a rigid solid boundary induces shear stresses in the
range of 100 kPa upon liquid jet impact. Even if there is a stable pul-
sating microbubble attached to the crystal’s surface as observed by Kim
et al. [63], based on the observed free end deflection (δ), the induced
bubble pressure exerted over the cantilever beam length (L) given by

=P δEd L2 /33 4, is about 0.4 kPa. Thus, the imparted pressure by the
attached microbubble is almost three orders of magnitude lower than
the induced shear stress by the shock waves and liquid jet emitted from
the chaotically oscillating bubble cloud just beneath the sonotrode
surface. This estimate clearly indicates that the pressure fluctuation due
to microbubble undergoing oscillations at the crystal surface is unlikely
to induce any rapid damage.

This experiment can also be related to the observations of frag-
mentation of elongated dendrites in real Al-Cu melts observed in [12].

However, in contrast to study [12] where acoustic flow were suggested
to be responsible for the fragmentation of fine and micro-size (5–60 μm)
dendrites, we suggest that the stress induced by the acoustic streaming
is not sufficient to break-up the crystal via deflection. We have recently
showed that acoustic streaming velocities in the range of 0.1–0.3 m/s
(typical range from a sonotrode-induced flow in water and in liquid
aluminium) generate very small flow pressure fields certainly not
adequate to deflect and break the crystal [71]. It is worth noting that
there are two factors that differ our study with that of Wang et al. [12],
i.e. in their study the crystals were long and thin (different length/
thickness ratio from ours) and the fragmentation in the melt could be
assisted by local remelting (which does not take place in our study).

3.4. Acoustic pressure measurements of the emitted shock waves and
application to fragmentation

The intermetallic fragmentation has also been complemented by
measuring the pressure magnitude of the travelling shock waves in the
vicinity of the crystals. Fig. 13 shows the temporal and peak pressure
distribution of the propagating shock fronts, captured using a highly
sensitive and calibrated fibre optic hydrophone (section 2.5). Quanti-
tative analysis of the pressure distribution in the time domain (Fig. 13a
& 13b) indicates the peak-positive pressure amplitude from the corre-
sponding shock waves. Note, however, that the negative phase has been
preserved. The apparent negative phases are most likely associated with
the lack of phase calibration (experimental bubble collapse shock wave
profiles are magnitude-only deconvoluted) of the fibre optic hydro-
phone. Although, phase changes may result in alterations of the shape
of time domain pressure signal (Fig. 13a & 13b), they do not affect the
integrated energy contained within it and consequently the pressure
magnitude (Fig. 13c & 13d) [37]. This is evident by the work of Jo-
hansen et al. [25] where it was experimentally shown that in a cavi-
tating environment, the pressure magnitude is only 3% higher in a
deconvoluted phase and magnitude profile than those of magnitude-
only deconvoluted profiles. So, for this study, where we are interested
on the actual peak pressure values in relation to the fragmentation
mechanism of intermetallics, the phase calibration of hydrophone is not
essential and is out of scope. Additionally, negative peaks may also be
related to the reflection of shock fronts with the bubbly clouds and the
myriads of various size bubbles in the bulk liquid as suggested by [72].
The peak maximum pressure (Pmax) averaged across 60 generated wa-
veforms of 2 ms period each for crystals CL (under) and CR (side) in
Fig. 13c and Fig. 13d was measured to be 523 kPa and 380 kPa re-
spectively. However, pressure surges of up to 1.6 MPa were also ob-
served and these are in a very good agreement with the calculated shear
stresses induced by the deflection of the fixed crystal (Table 2).
Therefore, it can be inferred that the pressure exerted by the repetitive
shock waves emitted from the sub-harmonic frequency pulsation of the
large cavitation cloud generating impulsive loads with peak pressures
in the range of 0.4–0.5 MPa can induce sufficient shear stress to break
the studied crystals. It should be noted that shock wave propagation
remains virtually undisturbed in the liquid medium at the sides of the
ultrasonic horn (Fig. 9 video 2). Whereas, under the sonotrode, the
cavitation zone is exceedingly populated with numerous bubbles col-
lapsing and self-interacting with each other. So even if some of the
propagating shock fronts get absorbed or lose their energy, on a cu-
mulative basis they are still sufficient in numbers to fragment the weak
regions within the crystal present underneath. The pressure of the shock
front in the ultrasonic environment is likely to be affected due to the
development of cavitation shielding [36], the decrease in the speed of
sound and the density of the surrounding medium owing to the pre-
sence of a large bubble cloud (half sphere) attached to the ultrasonic
horn and other individual cluster or bubbles in the bulk liquid [73]. The
observation of this acoustically induced large cavitation structure as it
undergoes violent collapses, has been referred to as the phenomenon of
acoustic supercavitation elsewhere [66]. It has also been found that the

Table 2
Calculated maximum shear stress based on the crystal’s free end deflection
measured at different time intervals.

t (ms) δmax (μm) τmax (kPa)

1.05 24.3 141.1
3.62 48.7 282.2
5.07 73.1 423.4
5.28 97.5 564.5
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shock pressure induced from the large bubble cloud of radius ~ 1.3 mm
is similar to our observation (Fig. 10c and Fig. 11k) and is three times
higher than the pressure measured in the case of single bubble collapse
measured at a distance of 10 mm from the ultrasound focus [53]. This
clearly indicates that the location of crystals also plays a significant role
in producing effective and instantaneous fragmentation. However,
since the crystal is placed further away from the acoustic horn, the
registered pressure is much lower. Pressure generated from the large
cavitation structure attached to a 20 kHz horn tip ( =Ø 3 mm) was
found to reach up to 250 kPa during its collapse [66] at a distance of
7 mm, which seems to agree reasonably well with our acoustic pressure
measurements.

As discussed in section 3.2.2, the stress required for intermetallic
fracture lies in the range of 20–40 MPa depending upon the existing
crack length and associated defects. The shock wave emission from a
single bubble collapse of ~ 1.5 mm radius also produces pressure of a
similar order, causing instantaneous fragmentation. However, the
fragmentation of the crystal with (Fig. 10) and without (Fig. 11) a pre-
existing crack under the presence of ultrasound is not instantaneous and
occurs between 150 and 200 acoustic cycles representing fatigue type
failure. Results are in very good agreement with the work of Wang et al.
[21] where, even if fragmentation occurred in an order of time higher
(1680 cycles) as the location of intermetallic crystal was further away
(~4 mm) from 1 mm sonotrode tip (thus less input energy and shock
wave emission), the fatigue mechanism due to the cyclic acoustic
pressure was also suggested. According to Wang et al. [21], the prob-
able reason for this prolonged breaking time of crystal corresponds to
the emitted pressure waves from the individual pulsating bubbles with
radii in the range of 50–80 μm which decay significantly with in-
creasing distance. Specifically, a recent study by Pishchalnikov et al.
[23] reported that a bubble of a similar size as observed in [21] gen-
erates pressure as high as 50 MPa at a distance of about 30 μm from the
collapsing spot. This essentially indicates that for instantaneous
breakage to happen (as in the case of the laser-induced bubble ex-
periments), the bubble collapse should occur immediately next to the
crystal. Moreover and according to Ref. [23], pressure surges in the
range of 1.6 MPa as measured with the fibre-optic hydrophone in our
study can be achieved at a distance of 100–150 μm from the point of the
bubble collapse. So, if an individual bubble of a few tens of microns size

collapses beyond this distance, the crystal is not likely to be damaged in
a short period of time. However, in the case of a sonotrode where a
large cloud of bubbles instantly collapses (Fig. 10c-10d), a much
stronger pressure wave or an instrumental collection of pressure surges
impact the specimen. This action is further intensified by the fast ac-
celeration of the sonotrode’s mechanical action [66]. Therefore, the
incoming multiple shock wave pressures from large cavity collapses
near the sonotrode tip are indeed much stronger and carry substantially
more energy than the individual stable or transient pulsation/collapse,
causing crystal fragmentation at even large distances in just a few
tenths/hundreds of acoustic cycles.

Based on the crack length (Fig. 10) of 1.8 mm, the required stress for
the complete fracture is estimated to be approximately 13 MPa as per
Eq. (3). Although the stress needed is much higher than the produced
acoustic pressure, the fragmentation still happens due to constant in-
terference with propagating shock waves. In statistical terms, and based
on Fig. 9 (video 2) observations, the crystal CL and CR in Fig. 11 ex-
periences about 100 repetitive and low amplitude shock wave shots,
while still strong pressure surges in the range of 0.1 to 0.4 MPa impact
the intermetallic surface causing the crystal to fail within 10 ms. Be-
sides, the sono-fragmentation in all the studied crystals occurred in
between 5 and 10 ms. This period of time relates to a few smaller
pressure peaks, about 100–200 (~40 peaks every 2 ms according to
Fig. 13a & 13b) in the range of 50–200 kPa and at least 5 maximum
pressure surges from the collapsing bubbles in the range of 0.5 to
1.5 MPa according to Fig. 13c & 13d. Therefore, it is reasonable to say
that stresses pile-up on the intermetallic surface under continuous in-
teraction with the ultrasound-induced low-pressure shock waves, gen-
erating fatigue in the material that eventually lead to catastrophic
failures.

The fragmentation mechanism in a real melt system also bears si-
milarity to our observations. It was reported in [11] that a single bubble
implodes in just one acoustic cycle near the ultrasonic source and the
breaking up of the solid phase is accelerated by such collapsing bubbles
and the high speed acoustic flows in the range of 1–2 m/s. However,
this effect may weaken as one moves further away from the ultrasonic
source and the cavitation bubbles may survive tens and thousands of
acoustic cycles owing to the exponential decrease in the acoustic ca-
vitation intensity with distance [32] and attenuation and sound

Fig. 13. Time evolution of pressure at locations (a) under and (b) at the side of sonotrode, maximum pressure (c) and (d) recorded for 60 acoustic waveforms points
corresponding to (a) and (b) respectively, measured using fibre optic hydrophone.
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absorption in the cavitation region [13]. In regions, away from the
sonotrode, the fragmentation mechanism of solidifying phases relates to
the cyclic fatigue effect induced by the pulsating bubbles and mo-
mentum of acoustic flow (0.05–0.3 m/s) [71]. Wang et al. [11] pre-
dicted that pressure amplitude induced by oscillating bubbles in a Bi-
8% Zn alloy melt was mostly between 20 and 30 MPa that was capable
to fragment the free floating primary Zn phase in about 3000–5000
acoustic cycles. It has been found that certain intermetallics tend to
show a more plastic behaviour (increased yielding and flow stresses)
with increasing temperatures thus creating resistance to breakage
[74,75]. However, in our case the pressure and time required for
fragmentation seems to be much lower considering that the studied
intermetallic was different and sonication was performed in water at
room temperature. We also anticipate that fragmentation will be much
faster in liquid Al than actually predicted, due to higher and more
prominent dynamics of the cavitation bubbles [19,36] as well as the
fact that the crystal will interact with the cavitation zone more fre-
quently as it is likely to be freely floating. Local remelting at necking
and initial cracks may further assist fragmentation of intermetallics in
the melt.

Following the elucidation of the governing fracture mechanism of
primary aluminium crystals, the authors firmly believe that the high-
speed in-situ real time sono-fragmentation imaging, detailed in this
article, provides substantial understanding of the fragmentation in-
duced intermetallic crystal refinement upon UST of real metallic melts.
All the experiments discussed in this paper were performed by fixing
the extracted primary crystals onto a solid substrate. However, this may
not be the case in real Al melts where primary crystals also exist in a
free-floating condition. It is believed that the mechanism observed for
the fixed primary particles is still valid considering the high frequency
repetitions of cyclic pressures and the short impact application dura-
tion. The catastrophic fracture occurs in very short period of time and
within the very first millisecond depending on the position of the
sample (the closer to the sonotrode the faster the rapture should be) as
well as the deflection that occurs as intermetallics grows as previously
discussed in [11].

This study also highlights that shock waves emitted from the active
cavitation zone (just below the sonotrode surface) travel up to con-
siderable distances carrying sufficient potential energy to damage in-
termetallic crystals upon impact; this is unlike other studies
[21,23,29,70] which demonstrate that cavitation bubbles should be in
very close proximity to the solid boundaries in order to produce severe
damage. Thus, the limits of the active cavitation zone can be potentially
quantified and optimised promoting effective cavitation treatment.
Apart from metallurgical applications, the results of this study are of
significance for applications in relevant scientific fields such as surface
cleaning [76], bacterial cleaning and water decontamination [77], ex-
foliation of 2D nanomaterials [78] as well as tumour treatment [79]
and medical lithotripsy [23] dealing with cavitation bubbles’ interac-
tion with solid surfaces.

4. Conclusions

In this study, interactions of single and multiple cavitation bubbles
against fixed individual intermetallic Al3Zr crystals with quantifiable
mechanical properties were investigated. After analysing the real time
recorded high-speed images of cavitation bubbles interaction with the
studied samples, the governing mechanism of Al3Zr fragmentation was
elucidated. The following major findings of this research are:

1. Controlled interaction of laser-induced cavitation bubbles with the
intermetallic crystals revealed that the governing fragmentation
mechanism is the exerted shock wave pressure upon bubble col-
lapse.

2. In a continuous sonicated environment, crystals should not ne-
cessarily be in the vicinity of the collapsing bubbles for

fragmentation to occur. Fragmentation occurs in a range of dis-
tances from the acoustic source and involves two-steps: (i) the
propagating shock wave fronts continuously interfere with the
nearby intermetallic crystals causing a low cycle fatigue (around
100–200 shocks arriving the sample surface in less than 10 ms) until
the existing crack reaches its critical length; (ii) fragmentation oc-
curs immediately afterwards, via brittle fracture.

3. In the case of a laser-induced cavitation bubble, the pressure am-
plitude required for the instantaneous fragmentation of the inter-
metallic samples is in the range of 20–40 MPa based on critical crack
length measurements. In contrast, in the case of ultrasonic cavita-
tion, the fragmentation occurs in between 150 and 200 acoustic
cycles, indicating a low fatigue cycle mode with surges of acoustic
pressures from corresponding shock waves in the range of
0.4–0.5 MPa.

4. For a crystal with an existing crack length, the crack propagation
occurs both in and out of the shear plane indicating that the crack
separation happens through combined fracture modes.

5. The repetitive sub-harmonic collapse of a large cavitation structure
attached to the ultrasonic horn is responsible for repeated bending
and brittle fracture of the fixed intermetallic crystals, relevant to
that of the growing dendrites in the solidification front in a real
melt, with corresponding shear stresses in the range of 0.1–0.5 MPa.

Future work will focus on the determination of temporal and spatial
relationships of the ultrasound-induced fragmentation of primary
crystals that can act as a vital base line to obtain efficient grain re-
finement in a real melt system. The effect of the extension of cavitation
zone as well as the critical residence time on the microstructural da-
maging mechanism and fragment size distribution of free floating in-
termetallics will be explored.

On the other hand, the use of water as a transparent analogue to
liquid Al, still does not exactly replicate the real conditions in a liquid
melt. However, based on previous work from our group where the ca-
vitation dynamics in water and liquid aluminium were studied, it can
be confidently deduced that due to the much higher aggressiveness of
cavitating environment in liquid aluminium, perhaps crystals will fail
even faster. This still remains a subject for further research and we are
planning to measure the mechanical properties of intermetallics under
high temperature conditions using the same nano-indenter described in
section 2.2 and perform in-situ fragmentation experiments of free
floating intermetallics in melt conditions using a synchrotron facility.
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